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Social Calendar

July
7/1 ~ At The I.A.C.C. Pool: Early Morning Lap Swimming 7:30 am-9:30 am
7/2 ~ Friday Nights At The Pavilion (Greens and Beans) 5pm-8pm
7/4 ~ Independence Day / 4th of July BBQ At The Pool- 12:00 pm
7/5 ~ Men's Bocce League - 6:30 pm
7/6 ~ Women's Bocce League - 6:30 pm
Cover: photos from wirestock@freepik.com & lifeforstock@freepik.com

7/7 ~ Member Exclusive:Weekly Co-Ed Poker Game Noon *
7/7 ~ Member Exclusive:Weekly Men's Poker Game 5:00 pm *
7/9 ~ Friday Nights At The Pavilion (Lassagna, Meat & Meatless) 5pm-8pm
7/12 ~ Men's Bocce League - 6:30 pm
7/13 ~ Women's Bocce League - 6:30 pm
7/14 ~ Women's League Meeting Pool Area (Water Aerobics) - 6:15 pm
7/16 ~ Friday Nights At The Pavilion (Cavatelli with Broccoli) 5pm-8pm
7/19 ~ Men's Bocce League - 6:30 pm
7/20 ~ Women's Bocce League - 6:30 pm
7/23 ~ Friday Nights At The Pavilion (Chicken Parmesean with Pasta) 5pm-8pm
7/26 ~ Men's Bocce League - 6:30 pm
7/27 ~ Women's Bocce League - 6:30 pm

Girl with flag: photo by aleksandarlittlewolf@freepik.com

7/30 ~ Friday Nights At The Pavilion (Clam Steam, a Dozen Clams, Corn & Potato)
5pm-8pm
* Co-Ed and Men's Poker are held every Wednesday

Upcoming Events :
8/14 ~ Ferragosto 2021 - 2:00 pm
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President’s
Message

A

fter the anxiety we all felt dealing with the pandemic over the
last year, we really need a place to escape and decompress. For
many people, our club is that place. Whether you are swimming in the
pool, playing bocce in a league, eating at the buffet on Monday nights
or enjoying pizza and fried dough on Friday nights in our pavilion,
there is something for everyone.

I.A.C.C. OFFICERS
PRESIDENT ~ FRANK ZEOLI
(518) 463-2106
VICE PRESIDENT ~ SHARON PATREI
(518) 765-3283
TREASURER ~ PETE SCAVULLO
(518) 869-8234

Last month was a busy month here at the club. We held our annual St.
Anthony’s Mass and Luncheon, our bocce leagues started and every
Friday Night in the Pavilion was busier than the week before. If you
haven’t made one yet, what are you waiting for?
Looking ahead, we have several great events scheduled. First on
Saturday, August 14th, we will hold our annual Ferragosto, a family
event celebrating the most important day of summer in Italy. This
event also serves as our annual IACC Member Picnic and is free for
all members. Guests of members are welcome to attend for only $15.
There is music, food, dessert and, of course, our famous bonfire at
dusk. Don’t forget to bring a lawn chair!
The Grand Italian Buffet is back on Monday nights. The self-service
aspect is also back now that the regulations have been removed.
Members still enjoy 50% off for up to 30 people. Do not delay in
taking advantage of this great member benefit.

SECRETARY ~ DONNA ZUMBO
(518) 452-2617

_____________________
I.A.C.C. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MARIA DeNITTO ~ (518) 456-2216
LINDA HOFFMAN ~ (518) 785-1741
MARIA LAMORTE ~ (518) 456-4800
GEORGEANN GREENE ~ (518) 577-7324
JIM SANO, IACC FOUNDATION ~ (518) 438-4631
DAVID QUADRINI- IACC FOUNDATION~ (518) 438-7602

_____________________
I.A.C.C. COMMITTEE CHAIRS
POOL~ JIM SANO
FINANCE~ PETE SCAVULLO

If you are enjoying your time as a member here at the IACC, do not
keep it to yourself. Tell a family member, a friend or neighbor about
how special the club is to you and why they should become a member
as well.

MEMBERSHIP~ SHARON PATREI

Ciao,

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES~ FRANK ZEOLI

BY-LAWS/POLICIES & PROCEDURE ~ JIM SANO
HOUSE~ DAVID QUADRINI
GRIEVANCE ~ JEANNE SACCA
WOMEN’S LEAGUE~ GEORGEANN GREENE
COLUMBUS DAY GALA~ FRANK ZEOLI,

_____________________
FRANK ZEOLI
ITALIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY CENTER - PRESIDENT

SIAMO QUI
EDITOR ~ JOAN WALLIS
CREATIVE DIRECTOR ~ CATALINA ARANGO
ADVERTISING ~ MARIA MARCHIO

_____________________
IACC OFFICE
HOURS: M-F 9:30AM TO 2:30PM
THERESA LAJOY- OFFICE MANAGER
PHONE # (518) 456-4222
EMAIL: IACCOFFICE@ITALIANAMERICAN.COM
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REGIONS
OF
ITALY
By JIM SANO

V

eneto is a region found in northeastern Italy. Home
to 4,857,210 people, it is the 5th largest region
in Italy in terms of population. Veneto is comprised
of the provinces of Venezia, Padova, Rovigo, Verona,
Vicenza, Treviso, and Belluno. It is bordered by Trentino–Alto Adige (north), Emilia-Romagna (south),
Lombardia (Lombardy; west), Austria (northeast),
and Friuli–Venezia Giulia and the Adriatic Sea (east).
Veneto's regional capital is Venice. Veneto is the 8th
largest region in Italy, with a total area of 7,103.9 sq.
miles. Lake Garda, Italy's largest and most visited lake,
is located in Veneto. The southern shores offer beautiful
beaches with rocky cliffs in the north and villages and
castles in between. The Dolomites, known for their stunning rocky peaks, dominate this mountainous region.

A Quick History Lesson
Initially inhabited by Indo-European Veneti and
Euganei tribes, Veneto was conquered by the Romans in
the 3rd century B.C. After the fall of Rome, Goths and
Lombards invaded the region. Many Venetians fled into
the lagoon's swamps and established settlements there;
Venice was born to escape these invaders. The Doge
Republic of Venice conquered the eastern Mediterranean

VENETO

and became the most important trading power in Europe.
The rise of the Ottomans in the 14th century lead to the
slow decline of the Doge Republic. For two centuries,
Venice was the most important trade city in Europe.
Numerous bloody conflicts strengthened their hold on
the area and occupied cities as far away as Lombardy and
Apulia. With France's help, the Austrians in the 16th
century put the Venetian expansion efforts to an end.
With this defeat, the slow phase of decline began, which
resulted in the loss of independence in 1815. During the
war of independence (Risorgimento), significant battles
happened in Veneto. The area was eventually liberated
and joined Italy's Kingdom in 1866.
During World War One, Veneto was again the location
of extremely bloody battles between the Habsburgs and
Italy, who were fighting each other along the Alpine
crest. Many monuments remind us today of the hundreds
of thousands of soldiers who died in these battles. The
Second World War did not produce a tremendous amount
of damage here, though Treviso and Verona suffered
heavy bombardment. After the Second World War,
Veneto was a poor and backward region, shaped by centuries of feudal rule. Within the past 40 years, Veneto has
become one of the wealthiest and most developed regions
of Italy through expansive economic growth and tourism.

Did You Know?

There are several reasons
why Veneto sees more tourists every year than any
other part of Italy. One of
those reasons is the region's
influential culture, partly
inspired by the region's
incredible natural beauty.
One primary source of inspiration is Venice, which is
among the most artistically
vibrant cities globally and
has been for centuries. There
was a reason why Shakespeare set several of his best
plays in Venice. Today, it retains its artistic focus and is
filled with breathtaking architecture as well.
Venice is one of Italy's most visited and most unique
cities. Saint Mark's Square and Cathedral, and the Grand
Canal are the top sights in Venice, but many monuments,
canals, and squares are also worth seeing. The major
islands of Venice are famous for various characteristics.
Lido and Pellestrina are known to have the best beaches
in Venice. Lido is crowded during the summer as visitors
stream from across the globe to enjoy the sandy beaches.
Fishermen inhabit the island of Pellestrina. Unlike Lido,
Pellestrina is quiet with a cozy atmosphere. The Island of
Murano on the northern shore of Venice is known globally for its glass-making techniques. Holiday decorations
made of glass fill the city during Christmas. Visitors
stream to the island mainly to buy gifts. Burano is an
island also on the northern shore of Venice. It is famous
for brightly colored streets and lace making.
Verona is famous for being the setting of Shakespeare’s
“Romeo and Juliet” and most folks make a pilgrimage
there if only to visit the Juliet statue and see the famous
balcony. There's lots more to see here including a Roman
arena used for outdoor opera performances and a beautiful medieval center. Soave is a small wine town enclosed
by medieval walls that rise to a castle at the top.
Just 30 miles away from Venice, Vicenza boasts its own
amazing architecture and both Padua and Verona are
home to several city blocks' worth of art museums and
collections. Though it isn't quite the fashion capital that
Milan is, Vicenza and Treviso are major fashion powerhouses. They feature two of the most respected and
recognizable fashion-setting companies globally, namely
Diesel and Benetton. Benetton has long had a presence in
Treviso, with several generations of the family calling the
city home.
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Art historians spend a portion of their studies at the
Venetian School of Painting, and for a good reason. The
Venetian school, which was at its zenith during the 16th
century, was on the leading edge of painting expression
at the time and inspired artists for centuries following
its departure. Venice still possesses a great many
masterpieces from that era, providing a bounty for art
enthusiasts. Veneto has its fair share of famous sculptors, as well. Standing at the top was Antonio Canova,
who quickly rose to fame with his delicately rendered
depictions of nude figures.
Veneto's cities are filled with impressive architecture,
but none more so than Vicenza. One of history's greatest
Renaissance architects, Andrea Palladio, was born in
Vicenza and designed dozens of meticulous, grand buildings, most of them featured in Veneto. Vicenza has the
most impressive collection of Palladio buildings globally, with 23 villas, basilicas, and palazzos, each a work
of genius and each worth closer study. Of note are the
Palazzo Barbaran da Porto which houses the Palladio
Museum and the Basilica Palladiana, which Palladio
himself believed could be compared to any great work
of architecture that had come before. Another must-see
example of Palladio architecture is the Teatro Olimpico,
one of only three Renaissance theatres still in existence. Palladio's prolific and unmatched career was so
impressive that he is considered the father of modern
Italian architecture.
Literature may take a backseat to the incredible
painters and architects of Veneto, but it shouldn't be
underestimated. A few highly influential writers made
their home in Venice. The most famous of them all was
Marco Polo, whose travels along the Silk Road and into
China were thoroughly documented in Il Milione. Polo's
detailed description of his explorations inspired other
explorers to come, including Christopher Columbus.
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Perhaps Polo also inspired Giovanni Caboto (John Cabot)
another citizen of Venice and the first European to
discover the North American mainland in 1497 officially.
If painting is the art form Veneto is best known for,
then music is right behind it. Several famous names
in classical music made their home in the region, none
more talented than Antonio Vivaldi. Nicknamed "The
Red Priest," Vivaldi was a virtuoso with a command
of the violin and the composition sheet. One of the
most iconic Baroque music pieces, The Four Seasons,
was created by Vivaldi and remains a standard among
symphonies today.
Antonio Salieri is known as the rival to Mozart; a
rivalry depicted both on stage and the big screen.
However, there is little evidence that Salieri and Mozart
were anything more than friendly rivals, and there
appears to have been genuine mutual respect between
the two.
Today, Patty Pravo is among Italy's most famous and
beloved modern singers. She is a huge pop star inside of
Italy and is also well known outside of the country.

Cuisine and Wine

Veneto's cuisine is as varied as its geography, but
throughout the region, four essential elements are
specific to Veneto food, polenta, rice, beans and
baccalà. Polenta is a type of corn flour bread with a
yellow color, white in the Venice area, which is usually
eaten as a side dish with an array of juicy sausages or
accompanied by the typical cold cuts of Veneto. In this
case, the polenta is grilled. This maize flour bread, in
the past considered food for the poor, is so popular that
Northern Italians are often nicknamed polentoni or
polenta eaters by other Italians.
In 1432, Venetian captain, Pietro Querini, wrecked on
Norway's Lofoten Island with his sailors. They stayed
about four months in tight contact with the natives.
Their primary food was cod and the Venetians observed
how they treated the cod, drying it and making it more
appealing to the palette. Pietro brought home some cod
and the cooks from Vicenza developed a recipe based on
the ideas they had learned in Norway. This dried codfish
(baccala) had the advantage of being both less expensive
and less easily perishable than other fish. It was ideal
for long sea voyages that Venetian sailors so often took.
Rice was brought to Venice through contact with the
Arabs. The rice, Vialone Nano, is now grown in the
Verona area and is extremely fine in its consistency.
It boasts of a D.O.P certificate, which is a guarantee
of origin and protected designation. When combining
the rice and radicchio, a dark red, bitter vegetable, an
excellent risotto, risotto con il radicchio, can be baked
to perfection. A few other dishes are made with risotto that
feature seafood like lobster, prawns, shrimp or mussels.
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Risotto con il Radicchio

One of the tastiest and unique Venetian recipes is risotto
al Nero di sepia made with cuttlefish ink; this risotto has
an unmistakable black color.
Rice, beans, and polenta are staples in every one of
Veneto's provinces. With the Adriatic Sea and Lake Garda
flanking the region, there is always a bounty of fresh fish
available. Although clams, mussels, anchovies, and crabs
are harvested from the lake and the sea, Veneto cod serves
as the centerpiece for protein.
The cod is a respected fish in Veneto, and though it is
incorporated into many recipes, it reaches its full potential
as mantecato. In this version, the cod is cooked until it is
turned into a dense cream, mixed with a generous amount
of olive oil, garlic, and parsley.
Though it delivers distinct flavors, montecato cod is
delicate enough to spread on crostini or fried polenta, a
popular dish known as stoccafisso mantecato con polenta.
Another traditional cod dish is baccala alla Vicentina. It
features the region's delectable cod, bathed for two days
and slow-cooked with milk, olive oil, and onions. It is
served with polenta for a firm texture and flavor contrast.
While Parma is the king of prosciutto, Veneto has its
version, crafted in the town of Montagnana. Prosciutto
Crudo Veneto Berico Euganeo is the official name, and
Montagnana makes it a bit differently than the masters in
Parma. Because of its unique flavor and craftsmanship, it
is a popular appetizer among those in Veneto.
Every town in Veneto favors the Fiori di Zucca fritti or
fried courgette flowers. It's crispy, delectable, and so
popular that it is typical street food in the region. If there
is one appetizer that is wholly Veneto, though, it is sarde
in saor. It is the go-to starter in restaurants and showcases one of the jewels of the Adriatic, the sardine. Sarde
in saor is a traditional meal put together by fishermen
while on their boats and is a combination of deep-fried
sardines that are stewed and then lightly fried with onions
and vinegar. It is served with nuts, raisins, or other
add-ons and can also be served on crostini.
One of the most celebrated Venetian recipes originating
on Veneto's mainland is the pasta e fagioli or pasta and

beans. It's a heavy
mixture that is
very filling. This
beloved winter
dish will put meat
on the bones. It is
slowly cooked and
served on a pasta
base, with beans,
garlic, lard, onion,
and celery.
In Veneto, the
signature pasta
is bigoli, which
is much like it
sounds. Bigoli
are like spaghetti
in appearance,
though much
Pasta e Fagioli
thicker. It is
regularly featured
in bigoli in salsa which consists of pasta and a thick
sauce made from anchovies and onions. It can also be
combined with game and meat sauces, depending on
what ingredients are on hand.
Cheese and Italy are inextricably linked and Veneto
produces one of the country's most beloved. Asiago is
a favorite among cheese fanatics the world over and
Veneto cheesemakers have mastered it. That's not a
surprise, as Veneto has been a center of cheese crafting
for more than 1,000 years. Asiago is served everywhere in Veneto and is
a popular pairing with
pasta, charcuterie, or
wine. Many of Italy's
most famous PDOprotected cheeses are
produced in Veneto, the
most well-known being
Grana Padano (although
this is also produced in neighboring regions along the
Po Valley). Asiago is made in Veneto's northern mountainous areas and is prized for its mild buttery taste and
firm texture.
The Piedmont and Tuscany regions are best known for
the country's black truffles, but Veneto, specifically the
Iberici hills, produces a robust variety of black truffles.
Finish off your meal with a great dessert and try the
famous Tiramisù, made of ladyfingers, coffee, and
mascarpone cheese. The name translates to 'pick me
up,' thanks to coffee's inclusion, and it became wildly
popular in the 1960s. It was invented in the Veneto
town of Treviso.
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Fugazza Vicentina

Pandoro is everywhere during the Christmas holidays
and is a necessity with Panettone. Pandoro is made from
sweet yeast bread which is formed into a star. It takes
an experienced baker's touch to create. That's why it is
usually only available through bakeries or grocery stores.
It's the Fugazza Vicentina that serves as the seasonal
dessert during Easter, and it would be fair to call it
sweet bread or focaccia. It is like other Italian sweet
bread desserts, including Panettone, in that the bread
itself is not overly sweet. It's the addition of vanilla and
lemon zest that provides a touch more sweetness and
flavor. Golosessi is a general term for the smorgasbord
of biscuits that Italian bakeries produce and Veneto
bakers focus on a few of the most delicious. The frittelle, I buratelli, I baicoli, and gli zaletti are among them
and they make for an ideal pairing with a sweet wine.

Veneto street foods are rich and hearty and combine
protein and carbohydrates in a mouthwatering fashion.
The Panino con il pastin e formai is a perfect example.
Most often prepared in the Belluno area, though not
uncommon elsewhere, it is a sandwich of pork or beef
patties, along with an infusion of white wine, garlic,
and spices. Cheese and polenta are standard sides, and
the sandwich can be eaten raw or grilled.
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Sfilacci di Cavallo

A more adventurous offering is the sfilacci di cavallo
or frayed dried horse meat. Though it can be eaten as a
lean, protein-dense snack, it is a treasured ingredient
in sandwiches or on pizzas. The radicchio Trevgiano all
griglia is a subtle spotlight onto Veneto cuisine, as it
brings together the laudable Treviso chicory, which can
be grilled or fried.
Cicchetti is a sampling of many finger foods, side
dishes, and miniature sandwiches which features a
medley of meat, vegetables, and seafood all served on
bread or fried polenta.
It's not Italian cuisine without wine and Veneto has
much to boast about here. Perhaps its most famous wine
is Grappa (though locals refer to it as Graspa or Sgnapa),
as it is a trendy after-dinner drink, or "digestive."
Originally made in Bassano del Grappa's town, it is a
grape pomace brandy with powerful fragrant notes and
an alcohol by volume rating between 75 and 120 proof.
(37.5-60% alcohol). Although it makes for a perfectly
fine sipping wine or digestive, many also add it to the
last bit of espresso, swirl it around and slurp it up.
When people talk about Italy's great wine regions,
they don't often refer to these parts. Veneto is slightly
smaller than Italy's other central wine-producing
regions (Piedmont, Tuscany, Lombardy, Puglia, and
Sicily), yet it generates more wine than any of them.
The Soave is the top white wine and can be paired
with just about any meal. Other notable white wines
include Gambellara and Vespaiolo. Under the red wine
ledger, the intense Amarone is the champ, as it brings
a luscious, impenetrable red color, along with a strong
body. Bardolino, the fruity red Valpolicella Rosso and the
sweet Recioto are other red wines that shouldn't be missed.

If you believe that prosecco is an inferior cousin of champagne, a visit here will show you why 2,000 years of winemaking in these very hills can't be wrong. The Strada del
Prosecco is Italy's oldest wine route, formally established
in 1966. This hilly highway is known for producing the best
prosecco, both because of the unique climate and soils in
which the grapes grow and the carefully prescribed methods
they are harvested and fermented. Only those produced in
the 15 towns along the Strada del Prosecco (a 42-kilometer
stretch of meandering road) can be called Prosecco Superiore.
The common factor that unites almost all wine zones in
northeastern Veneto is the Glera grape (typically known
as Prosecco). Unlike champagne, which is better aged,
prosecco needs to be consumed sooner than later before its
fresh green fruitiness starts to turn bitter with age.
The Veneto region can be roughly split into three
geographical areas, distinguished by their topography and
geology. In the northwest, the
cooler, alpine-influenced climate
yields fresh, crisp whites
are made under the Bianco
di Custoza and Garda titles
while refreshing, unassuming
Bardolino from the shores of
Lake Garda makes a case for
Veneto's lightest reds. Just east
of Verona's lake and north is
Valpolicella and its sub-region
Valpantena; the fabled "Valley of
Many Cellars" produces 500,000
hectoliters of fruity red wine yearly. In terms of production volume, Valpolicella is the only wine to rival Tuscany's
famous Chianti.
East of Valpolicella is Soave, home to the eponymous
dry white wine that now ranks among Italy's most famous
products. Beyond that, Gambellara serves as an eastern
extension of Soave, both geographically and stylistically.
Garganega and Trebbiano are the key white wine grape
varieties here. In central Veneto, these hills produce vast
quantities of wine. Only the better-quality wines from more
elevated areas have gained DOC status. International varieties such as Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc,
Pinot Noir, and even
Carmenere have
proved successful.
Grappa may be
the star, but Veneto
has a deep lineup of
impressive white and
red wines, enough to
tempt any wine lover.
Ask any wine expert,
and they'll likely brand Veneto as one of Italy's wine capitals.

Mangia Bene, Viva Bene
By FRANK ZEOLI

A

s I continue with my grandmother’s favorite
vegetable recipes, I turn to green peas. I have
always enjoyed peas in any dish. A lot of Italian
families would make Piselli cacio e uova which
is peas with cheese, onions and eggs. Instead,
she would make peas this way. I would have to
say this was her signature pea recipe. It is an
extremely easy dish to make but it’s oh so good.

Prep Time: 5 Minutes
Cook Time: 20 Minutes

Instructions

Ingredients

are cooked based on the method used.
2. In a medium pan, heat the olive oil,
add the diced onions and sauté about 5
minutes until the onions are translucent.
3. Add the cooked peas and mix them
with the onions sautéing them for
about 1 minute.
4. Add the water, granulated garlic,
salt, and pepper.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 lb. of frozen green peas (steam
in the bag works better)
½ medium onion (diced)
1 T of olive oil
2 oz. water
¼ teaspoon of granulated garlic
salt and pepper to taste

1. Steam or boil the frozen peas until they

5. Let them simmer, turning them
occasionally, until all of the water
has evaporated.
6. Remove them from the pan and
serve them hot.

Look for more recipes
in the next edition of the
SIAMO QUI.

Women’s League
A

s we begin to return to normalcy and hope that the
pandemic is finally behind us, we invite you to join
us for the next Women’s League meeting which will
be held on Wednesday, July 14, 2021. This month we
will have “Women’s League Poolside”! We will begin at
6:15 p.m. with a ½ hour water aerobics class by our
favorite instructor, Michele Sano, followed by a poolside
barbecue. Hot dogs, hamburgers and veggie burgers will
be provided by the club and we ask each person to bring
a covered dish to share. The cost this month will be
$5.00 if you bring something to share or $10.00 if you
are not bringing anything. Reservations can be made
by contacting Marilyn Quadrini at 518- 438-7602 or via
email at mquadrini70@gmail.com no later than Monday,
July 12th. Please let Marilyn know what you will be
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bringing when calling in your reservation so we can
ensure we have a good variety of foods/desserts to enjoy
together.
In the coming months, we will have more exciting
evenings and events where we can all get together and
have more of the great times that we all enjoy. We look
forward to seeing everyone again and in the meantime,
Be Happy, Be Safe and Stay Well!

Georgeann Greene
PRESIDENT
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The Games of Change

1960 Rome Olympics
The 1960 Summer Olympics, officially known as the
XVII Olympiad Games, was an international multisports competition from August 25 to September
11, 1960 in Rome, Italy. The 1960 Summer Olympic
program featured 150 events in the following 17 sports:
diving, swimming, water polo, athletics, basketball,
boxing, canoeing, cycling, equestrian, fencing, field
hockey, football, gymnastics, modern pentathlon,
rowing, sailing, shooting, weightlifting, and wrestling.
A total of 83 nations participated in the Rome Games.
Athletes from Morocco, San Marino, Sudan, and Tunisia
competed at the Olympic Games for the first time.
Italy, a country cursed by much of the world a few
years earlier (World War II had ended just 15 years
prior), craved universal admiration and acceptance.
Rome finally got its chance to stage the Olympic Games
54 years after Italy had to give up hosting the Games.
Rome was awarded the
1908 Olympics but had
to decline and pass the
honor to London after
Mt. Vesuvius erupted
in 1906. The Italian
government claimed it
needed to prioritize the
money for rebuilding
the cities affected
by that disaster. An
Olympic Stadium,
home to the opening
and closing ceremonies and the track
and field competition,
and a Sports Palace
were built for the
1960 Games. Several
ancient sites were also restored and used as venues.
The Basilica of Maxentius hosted the wrestling competition. The Baths of Caracalla provided the location of
the gymnastic events. The marathon was run along the
Appian Way and ended under the Arch of Constantine.
In many ways, these Rome Olympics represented
either the end of something or the beginning. Rome's
1960 Olympic Games shimmered with performances
that remain among the most golden in athletic history.
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There was a barefoot
Ethiopian, Abebe Bikila,
in the marathon, the
graceful Wilma Rudolph
in the sprints, an audacious Cassius Clay in
the boxing ring and the
dignified Rafer Johnson in
the decathlon. In sports,
culture, and politics, the
forces of change were
everywhere; interwoven
in so many ways one could sense an old order dying and
a new one being born. With all its promise and trouble,
the modern world as we see it today was coming into
view. Television, money and drugs were bursting onto
the scene, altering everything they touched. Old-boy
notions of pure amateurism, created by and for upperclass sportsmen, were crumbling. Rome brought the
first doping scandal, the first commercially broadcast
Summer Games, and the first runner paid for wearing a
specific shoe brand. It also, fittingly, brought the first
round of controversy over China.

Television

The 1960 Olympics were the first to be fully covered
by television. They were broadcast live by Eurovision
to 18 European countries. These were also the first
commercially televised Summer Olympics shown in
the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Since this was
before transatlantic broadcast satellites, nothing seen
in the United States was live. Taped footage was flown
daily from Rome to C.B.S. studios in New York City. The
host of the daily half-hour recap shows was courthouse
reporter-turned-host, Jim McKay, who was hosting
his first Olympics of many. Thanks to the difference
in time, many daytime events were broadcast in North
America the same day they took place. C.B.S. paid
$394,000 for the exclusive rights to broadcast these
Olympics in North America. This television exposure
brought the Olympics to millions of viewers worldwide
and signaled the Olympics' dawn as a grand commercial
spectacle. A fact that was not overlooked by the International Olympic Committee ( I.O.C.) the next time it
came to negotiating for television broadcast rights.

Amateurism

During the Rome Olympics, the Americans complained
that Soviet athletes were essentially professionals
supported by the state. In contrast, American athletes
received no state support and were held to that era's
amateur rules, often harsh and inconsistent. The great
decathlete, Rafer Johnson, had acting aspirations and
befriended the actor, Kirk Douglas, who often ran on
the U.C.L.A. track. But when Douglas invited Johnson to
try out for a role in the movie "Spartacus,”
officials warned Johnson that he would be ruled ineligible in Rome if he accepted the part. They said he
would be taking advantage of his athletic prowess for
financial gain. The battle of amateur status was a war
of hypocrisy waged between bureaucrats who traveled
around the world in first-class surroundings and the
athletes trying to earn enough to eat while training for
their particular specialty.
The most glaring example of commercialism in 1960
involved the German national hero sprinter Armin Hary,
who was known to play by his own rules. Hary ended up
winning the 100-meter sprint, defeating the American
Dave Sime in a photo finish. In so doing, he became
the first Olympic sprinter to take payments under the
table for wearing a specific brand of shoes. In this case,
two brands Adidas and Puma. Hary ran in Puma shoes
but took the medals stand to accept the gold medal in
Adidas in a ploy to get paid by both companies. Today
that sort of action seems humorous given the amount of
money today's professional athletes get paid to wear and
endorse a specific footwear brand.

Sports and Politics

The 1960 Olympics brought forth many of the controversial issues of that time, some that still resonate
today. In addition to Cold War rivalries, the following
topics also came to light, the demise of amateurism, the
rise of commercialism, racism, sexism, and the growing
use of performance-enhancing drugs.
These Olympics became a political vehicle in the
jousting between the U.S. and U.S.S.R., two great Cold
War superpowers that proceeded unabated until the
end of the Cold War. The propaganda value of winning
medals had become critical, with the Soviets and their
Eastern-bloc allies claiming that every medal won was
further proof of their political systems' superiority.
The International Olympic Committee forced Germany
to at least try to put politics aside temporarily and
participate as a unified entity, not East Germany
and West Germany, or else risk not competing at all.
Requests to right racial injustices by banishing South
Africa from participating because of apartheid were
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unheeded. South Africa appeared in the Olympic arena
for the last time under its apartheid regime. It would not
be allowed to return until 1992, after which apartheid
had been abolished.
The Olympics in 1960 also became entangled in
the conflict between China and Taiwan, which was a
struggle of national identities. In the emerging new
world order, a record number of athletes (5,338) participated in the games but none from the People's Republic
of China, which chose to boycott the 1960 Olympics
because of Taiwan's inclusion. In 1960, China wanted
nothing to do with the rest of the world. The United
States did not recognize Mao's mainland government,
Mao did not recognize Taiwan's island government,
and the I.O.C. had nothing but trouble with both. The
People's Republic of China withdrew from the Olympics,
angry that the I.O.C. would allow Taiwan to participate. The I.O.C. ruled that Taiwan could no longer call
itself the Republic of China at the Olympics because it
was not mainland China. It could march in the opening
ceremony only as Taiwan or the other name for the
island, Formosa. The United States was angry and urged
Taiwan to boycott the Olympics because the U.S. viewed
the change in name as a symbolic victory for the Reds in
the cold war. Taiwan might have boycotted, except that
Taiwan had a great decathlete in C. K. Yang, who was
destined to bring honor to the island by winning its first
Olympic medal. Yang went on to win a silver medal in
one of the most memorable contests of the 1960 Games,
barely losing the decathlon gold to his close friend
and U.C.L.A. teammate Rafer Johnson, the captain of
the U.S. team. Rafer Johnson also made history at the
opening ceremony as the first black athlete to be the
head of the American delegation. The United States
Olympic Committee selected him as a symbol of racial
equality (though that was not the reality in America in
1960). He was chosen to carry the Stars and Stripes
in the opening ceremonies, the first African American
athlete given this honor.

Drugs

There were whispers about performance-enhancing
substances in such sports as cycling and weightlifting.
Soviet and American weightlifters were experimenting
with anabolic steroids during the competition in Rome.
The effects were not yet clearly established, either in
terms of how the steroids might boost performance or
how they might hurt the body. However, steroids were
not a banned substance and Olympic officials were
unaware that they were being used.
There would be more than whispers on the first day of
competition. A Danish cyclist named Knud Enemark
Jensen went off with his three teammates that morning
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in the 100-kilometer time-trial road-cycling event but
he never reached the finish line. He grew dizzy in the
Roman heat halfway through, collapsed to the pavement, and died an hour later. Jensen's death was the
first time the Olympics saw a competitor die since the
1912 marathon. He was suspected of having taken
amphetamines. Though this remains controversial
and has never been proven, his death was partially
responsible for drug testing institutions in the mid-60s.
Olympic officials had long suspected that some
athletes were using various drugs such as blood thinners, steroids and amphetamines, but Jensen's death
finally forced a response. The I.O.C. formed a medical
committee in 1961. The first list of banned substances
was issued in 1967. Some athletes began drug testing at
the Mexico City Games in 1968, and steroids were added
to prohibited substances in 1976.

Repeat Performers

Swedish sprint canoeist Gert Fredriksson won his
sixth Olympic title. Fencer Aladár Gerevich of Hungary
won his sixth consecutive gold medal in the team saber
event. The Japanese men's gymnastics team won the
first of five successive golds, Paul Elvstrom of Denmark
won his fourth consecutive yachting gold medal in the
single-handed dinghy class.

Royal Performers

The future Constantine II, the last King of Greece, won
a gold medal in dragon class sailing. The future Queen
Sofia of Spain represented her native Greece in sailing
events. Peter Camejo, a 2004 American vice-presidential candidate for the Green Party, competed in yachting
for Venezuela.

Olympic Firsts

The Pakistani Men's Field Hockey team broke a run of
India's team victories since 1928, defeating India in the
final and winning Pakistan's first Olympic gold medal.
Singapore competed for the first time under its flag;
the British had granted it independence a year earlier.
It was the first and only time until 2008 that an athlete
from Singapore won an Olympic medal when Tan Howe
Liang won silver in the Weightlifting lightweight category. Some other firsts were in track and field, which
saw the introduction of fiberglass poles in the polevaulting competition, the restoration of the women's
800-meter race, and in swimming, the use of electronic
touchpads (only as backup).
After the XVII Olympics, Italy also hosted the inaugural Paralympic Games in 1960 in Rome. There were
about 400 athletes from 23 countries to compete at the
Summer Paralympics. Italy fielded the largest delegation
at the Games with twenty-seven athletes (twenty-three
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men and four women) competing in athletics, snooker,
swimming, table tennis, and wheelchair fencing.
Twenty-seven of Italy's competitors won medals in 6
sports, enabling the country to top the medal chart with
29 gold medals, 28 silver, and 23 bronze.
One of the most beautiful sights of the 1960 Olympics
merged the Ancient World and the Modern Olympics,
and the old and emerging world orders. The marathon
was the first Olympic marathon to start and finish
outside the main Olympic stadium, beginning on Capitoline Hill and ending along the Appian Way, underneath
the Arch of Constantine. Always the province of white
runners, often Finnish, the race came down to two
African runners, Abebe Bikila of Ethiopia and Rhadi
Ben Abdesselam of Morocco. The race started later in
the afternoon to protect the runners from the warm
Italian weather. The marathon was won by the Ethiopian palace guard Abebe Bikila, who ran barefoot, and
finished in the night; the route lit by soldiers holding
torches beneath the Arch of Constantine. Bikila would
return to win the marathon again in 1964. He was the
first of the dominant African distance runners and some
consider him the greatest ever marathoner. He was the
first black African to win a gold medal, and he did it in
the country, which 30 years prior saw Mussolini send
troops to conquer his Ethiopian homeland.

American Gold Medalists

One of the biggest disappointments at these games
was the United States Men's Track team's failure in
several events in which they were favored. The U.S.
won only nine gold medals in men's athletics, compared
to fifteen in Melbourne. Heavy favorites such as Ray
Norton in the sprints and John Thomas in the high jump
performed poorly and did not win. Norton was emblematic of American troubles. He finished last in the finals
of both races and then ran out of the exchange zone in
the final of the 400 relays, causing the American team
to be disqualified. The U.S. failed to win the men's 100
meters, 200 meters, and 4×100-meter relay for the only
time in Olympic history to that date.
Many heroes emerged from the Games. Basketball
and boxing saw the most outstanding practitioners of
those sports ever on display. In basketball, the U.S.
men's team easily captured their fifth straight Olympic
gold medal with a team led by future Basketball Hall of
Famers Walt Bellamy, Jerry Lucas, Oscar Robertson, and
Jerry West. Possibly the greatest amateur team ever,
it rivals many of the great N.B.A. teams. In boxing,
the light-heavyweight gold medal was won by relatively
unknown Cassius Clay, who, as Muhammad Ali, would
thrill the world for the next two decades as "The Greatest."

Wilma Rudolph

The athletics star of the Games was likely the American female Wilma Rudolph. The Italians and the world
thrilled at Wilma Rudolph's feats, an American sprinter
from Tennessee. Long-legged and attractive, she was
dubbed by the European press as "La Gazelle Noir,"
the Black Gazelle. She won the three gold medals in
sprint events (the women's 100-meter, 200-meter, and
4-x-100-meter relay events); Rudolph was dubbed "the
world's fastest woman."
These significant accomplishments pale compared to
the incredible odds she had to overcome to walk, let
alone run. Wilma G. Rudolph, the twentieth of twentytwo children, was born June 23, 1940, in rural Clarksville, Tennessee. Her parents were a railway porter
and a maid and were extremely poor. Newborn Wilma
Rudolph weighed in at four and a half pounds. She
suffered various ailments in infancy, including measles,
mumps, scarlet fever, chickenpox, and double pneumonia before contracting polio at the age of six.
Treatment was hard to come by for a black child in
the segregated American south. When polio was diagnosed, her parents were told she would never walk
again. Twice a week for two years, her mother took her
on a 100-mile round trip to a black medical college in
Nashville, where the child was fitted with a brace on her
left leg and given physical exercises. With her siblings'
help, giving daily leg rubs, by the age of 12, she was
walking without the brace or crutches and was making
up her mind to become an athlete. Wilma had grown tall
and became a standout high school basketball and track
athlete. She preferred basketball, but that would change
when legendary Coach Ed Temple of Tennessee State
College recruited her to become a member of his famed
"TigerbelIes" track team.
The young women of T.S.U. with no financial aid or
support struggled to practice in the Jim Crow south. The
Tennessee State track team has been aptly called the
Motown Records of American sports. The 1960 U.S.A.
women's track team was mostly comprised of athletes
from Tennessee State University.
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This small group of African American women had to
overcome the indignities of racism, sexism, and other
obstacles (Wilma's single motherhood) to become hugely
influential. The ladies dominated the international
field, and for one of the first times in history, African
American women were recognized as sports celebrities.
After the "TigerbelIes," won gold in Rome, Tennessee
State teams went on to dominate women's track for 30
years. On Wilma's return home to Tennessee, she was
welcomed with a parade accompanied by a military band
in what was said to have been the town's first integrated
public event.
After retiring from competition, Rudolph worked as
a teacher, track coach, and sports broadcaster. She
became a role model for black and female athletes, and
her Olympic successes helped elevate women's track
and field in the U.S., laying the groundwork for Title IX.
Rudolph is also regarded as a civil rights and women's
rights pioneer. She founded the Wilma Rudolph Foundation to promote community-based, youth-oriented
athletic and academic programs. In her honor, the
Women's Sports Foundation annually presents the
Wilma Rudolph Courage Award to a female athlete who
exhibits grit, perseverance, self-sacrifice, and inspiration. In Tennessee, June 23 is officially Wilma Rudolph
Day.

Rafer Johnson

The decathlon saw perhaps
its best-ever competition with
Rafer Johnson outlasting his
teammate and roommate,
Chuan-kwang Yang, from
Taiwan. During their time at
U.C.L.A., Rafer Johnson &
CK Yang were great friends.
Yang, a native of Taiwan,
came to U.C.L.A. in 1959,
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speaking almost no English. Their relationship was
predicated on mutual respect and admiration. Yang
was a born track star; during his time at U.C.L.A., he
broke the indoor world pole vaulting record. Johnson
excelled in the throwing disciplines. They taught each
other a great deal both on and off the track, and under
the wings of U.C.L.A. coach Elvin "Ducky" Drake, both
Johnson and Yang grew into tremendous athletes ready
to compete on the global stage. Johnson represented
the United States of America, carrying the flag in the
opening ceremony. Yang competed for Taiwan, hoping
to bring gold to his homeland.
Throughout the ten events, Yang excelled in all of
them. But Johnson was not far behind, and his dominance in the throwing events put him in a good position.
The gold was Johnson's to lose entering the final heat.
To pull ahead, Yang needed to win by 10 seconds in the
1500 meter race. After nearly five grueling minutes,
Johnson finished 1.2 seconds behind Yang, sealing
his victory.
Though he won seven of the ten events, Yang took
home the silver medal that year, earning Taiwan its
first-ever Olympic medal. Johnson stood on the podium
next to his friend, earning his gold medal through
ten brutal heats. Their time at U.C.L.A. bound them
together in friendship, despite having to compete
against one another that year. In his later life, Yang
split his time between Taiwan and Los Angeles, and
Johnson was always the first person he called when he
returned to the states until he died in 2007. When asked
to recall the 1960 Olympics, Johnson first and foremost
mentions how their close friendship never waned.

Cassius Clay/Muhammad Ali

The Olympics has a rich history of providing a springboard for the best amateurs across the globe, giving
them a chance at becoming the sport's next big superstar. Clay was far from No. 1 in 1960. Track stars
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Rafer Johnson, Wilma Rudolph, and Ray Norton, and
basketball players Oscar Robertson, Jerry Lucas, and
Jerry West were considered the Team U.S.A. stars going
into the Rome Games, not the brash young fighter from
Louisville. Clay developed a reputation around the
Olympic Village and was often compared to a politician
in how he would go out, meet people and shake their
hands. He would then boast about how he would become
the greatest heavyweight the world has ever seen. He
quickly earned the moniker of "mayor of the Olympic
Village." Clay not only was untouchable as a light-heavyweight boxer, but no one could outtalk him, either. No
one could have guessed what would become of him.
An exceptional amateur with 100 wins from 108
fights, Clay had already picked up two consecutive
Golden Glove titles in 1959 and 1960. Olympic gold was
all he needed, and it would be his crowning achievement
as an amateur before moving on to the paid ranks. Clay's
fear of flying almost prevented him from becoming
the greatest and most celebrated athlete of all time.
Cassius Clay had flown before, and he hated it. The
return plane trip home from the Olympic trials in San
Francisco was very turbulent. The thought of flying to
the Olympic Games in Rome turned him inside out. The
18-year-old would naively ask his handlers if he could
get there by train or by boat instead, but he was swiftly
denied either option. Panic began to set in and the stubborn Clay refused to go to Rome. It took his trainer, Joe
Martin, three hours in Louisville's Central Park before
he could calm down his student and convince him that if
he wanted to become the heavyweight champion of the
world, a title that Clay had so often dreamt about, then
he would have to go to Rome. Clay reluctantly agreed to
travel, but not before stopping off at an army surplus
store and purchasing a parachute. He wore the parachute for the entire journey and was said to have prayed
for his survival throughout.
Clay demolished his first opponent, Belgium's Yvon
Becaus, in two rounds before claiming a unanimous
point win over 1956 middleweight gold medalist
Russia's Gennadiy Shatkov. In the semi-final, Clay would
beat the Australian Tony Madigan in another unanimous points decision. Poland's Zbigniew Pietrzykowski
was all that stood between Clay and the 1960 Olympic's light-heavyweight gold medal. Pietrzykowski was
stronger and vastly more experienced than his rival, and
Ali initially struggled to adapt to his rival's southpaw
style. The 25-year-old Pole won the first two rounds,
but Cassius Clay came to the fore in the final round. His
superior stamina and quick combinations left his rival
in a battered state by the final bell. The judges were
unanimous once again. Olympic gold was his. Cassius
Marcellus Clay of the U.S., later known as Muhammad
Ali, first gained international prominence by winning
the light-heavyweight gold medal in Rome.

family. Ali died on June 3, 2016. The ultimate irony
came posthumously for this brash young kid that was
afraid of flying when city leaders would name the Louisville airport in his honor.

For the first time in Olympic history, medals were
placed around the athletes' necks instead of presented
to them in a box. This was perfect for Clay, who never
wanted to take his medal off. Cassius Clay, joy was
unconfined; he cherished his gold medal from the 1960
Olympics so much that he wore it all the time, even
while sleeping. The young boxer later said he was forced
to sleep on his back for the first time, or the medal
would have cut his chest.
Clay went home to Louisville with great fanfare. But
even though he was an Olympic gold medalist, wearing
the hardware on his chest, he was still not able to eat
in certain restaurants because he was Black. According
to legend, Clay was furious about the racism he encountered one evening after being denied service in a restaurant. The 18-year-old light-heavyweight boxing champion stood on the Second Street Bridge and threw his
gold medal into the Ohio River. This is where the story
becomes blurred because doubts exist regarding the
validity of the boxer's claim about what he did with the
medal. It was Muhammad Ali who released the story,
but fifteen years after the alleged incident. People who
knew him well said he had never thrown the medal in
the river; it meant too much to him and that it was lost
during a house move. Whatever the truth is, the International Olympic Committee's President, Juan Antonio
Samaranch, presented Ali with a replacement Gold
Medal in Atlanta in 1996.
The rest is history as Clay/Muhammad Ali would
become a Hall of Fame 3 time world heavyweight boxing
champion, activist, entertainer, and philanthropist.
Nicknamed "The Greatest," he is widely regarded as
one of the most significant and celebrated figures of the
20th century and as one of the greatest boxers of all
time. Outside the ring, Ali attained success as a musician, where he received two Grammy nominations. He
was also featured as an actor and writer, releasing two
autobiographies. Ali retired from boxing in 1981 and
focused on religion, philanthropism, and activism.
In 1984, he made public his diagnosis of Parkinson's
syndrome. He remained an active public figure globally,
but in his later years, made fewer public appearances
as his condition worsened, and he was cared for by his
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David Sime

In the late 1950s, the most outstanding all-around
athlete on the planet was a high school student called
Dave Sime (pronounced Sim) from Fair Lawn, New
Jersey. For a time in the mid-1950s, Sime was considered the fastest man in the world. He was such an
outstanding athlete in high school that he passed up 23
football scholarship offers and was said to have turned
down a $65,000 offer from the New York Giants baseball team. Sime achieved his greatest athletic renown
in the mid-1950s when he broke or tied five world
records outdoors and four indoors in the sprints and low
hurdles. Instead, he decided to attend Duke on a baseball scholarship, where he played center field and led
the league in batting with an average of .432.
Sime started his track career as a sophomore at Duke
when the track coach saw his speed in baseball. When
the world record for 100 yards was 9.3 seconds, he
ran 9.8 in his first practice and 9.6 in his first meet.
A career was born. While he was at Duke, he broke or
tied five world records outdoors and four indoors in the
sprints and low hurdles. Sime was so dominant a runner
that he seemed sure to win gold in the 1956 Olympics.
He never got there. Weeks before the United States
Olympic track and field trials, he pulled a groin muscle
and eventually tore it, ending his Olympic dream that
year. He would continue to run for Duke and wait for his
chance in the 1960 games in Rome.
Sime played one year of football at Duke as a wide
receiver. His first game was against Notre Dame, and on
Duke's first play, he caught a touchdown pass. On the
first play of Duke's next possession, he caught another
touchdown pass. The Detroit Lions drafted him after he
graduated. Dave Sime passed up baseball and football
careers to become the world's fastest sprinter and go to
medical school, which he planned to do right after he
competed at the 1960 Olympics in Rome.
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He reached the finals in the 100-meter dash in Rome,
but he had a shaky start. He rallied, bore down on
the finish line for a photo finish with Armin Hary of
Germany. Sime was the first to cross the finish line with
his foot, but the rules say that only the torso counts
and Hary's chest got there first. Both runners were
hand-timed in 10.2 seconds, an Olympic record. He was
expected to win a gold medal a week later, anchoring
the United States team in the 4x100-meter relay. In
that final, he received the baton in second place, surged
to the front, and finished first in 39.4 seconds, an
apparent world record. But again, he was thwarted.
Because his team's first baton pass was made outside
the 20-meter passing zone, the Americans were disqualified. He never won the Olympic gold medal he coveted,
a victim of hard luck and the unforgiving track and
field rules. Some may say he may have been distracted
because David Sime was harboring a big secret; he was
working for the C.I.A. The story of U.S. sprinter David
Sime's attempts to help coax Russian athletes to defect
is as intriguing as any spy narrative.
The 1960 Olympics gained an extraordinary amount of
global attention as an emblematic proxy battle between
capitalism (U.S.) and communism (U.S.S.R.). America
was bitterly locked with Russia in a hotly contested
cold war for world supremacy. As the Cold War raged,
Americans sought to convince Russians to defect.
Internationally, the rivalry between the United States
and the Soviet Union was in full bloom in every possible
arena. The two sides kept track of medal counts with
feverish intensity.
American intelligence agents recruited David Sime to
entice his friend, the Soviet long jumper Igor Ter-Ovanesyan, to defect to the United States. The C.I.A. sought
to use this friendship and recruited Sime and U.S.
javelin thrower Al Cantello to act as go-betweens with
the Soviet athletes in Rome to entice them to defect.
The two and a half weeks of the Rome Olympics yielded
155 defections from Soviet athletes, journalists, and
tourists. Igor Ter-Ovanesyan never defected.
The 1960 Olympics ended Sime's serious track career.
In 1981, he was elected to the National Track and Field
Hall of Fame. Sime never played sports professionally.
He graduated in the top 10% of his class at the Duke
University School of Medicine. He then practiced medicine as an ophthalmologist in Florida, where he was a
pioneer in intraocular lens transplants. Dr. Sime was a
sought-after ophthalmologist in the Miami area for 42
years, counting among his patients President Richard
M. Nixon and the sports stars Ted Williams, Mickey
Mantle, Bob Griese, and Sugar Ray Leonard.
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His daughter Lisa married Ed McCaffrey, who, as a
wide receiver, won three Super Bowl rings during the
1990s, two with the Denver Broncos and one with the
San Francisco 49ers. Their son Christian McCaffrey was
a 2015 Heisman Trophy finalist from Stanford. He holds
the N.C.A.A. record for most all-purpose yards in a
season with 3,864. McCaffrey has numerous N.F.L. and
Panthers franchise records and is one of the few players
ever to record 1,000 rushing and 1,000 receiving yards
in the same season, doing so in 2019. McCaffrey signed
a four-year, $64 million contract extension with the
Panthers through the 2025 season, making him the
highest-paid running back in N.F.L. history. The lineage
is clear from where he gets his athletic genes.

Controversy in the Pool

The men's 100 freestyle event had a close finish, as
could be expected. Results were decided by finish judges
who relied on their eyes and did not use replays. Three
judges were assigned to each finishing position. Three
judges watched for first place, three for the second, and
ongoing. There were three official timers in 1960 for
each lane and swimmer; all timing was done by hand.
The three stopwatches used for each swimmer showed
Lance Larson of the U.S.A. 55.0, 55.1, and 55.1
seconds with the faster time, 55.1, all three timers for
John Devitt of Australia timed him in 55.2 seconds. Two
of three first-place judges called John Devitt of Australia
as the first-place winner, but two of the three-second
place judges called him the second-place finisher.
Former Olympic swimmer and FINA co-founder Max
Ritter inspected the judge's scorecards. Two of the three
first-place judges found that Devitt had finished first,
and the third found for Larson. Of the three-secondplace judges, two found that Devitt finished second,
and one found that Larson was second. Ritter pointed
out to chief judge Henry Runströmer of Sweden that the
scorecards indicated a tie. Runstrümer cast the deciding
vote and declared Devitt the winner. The head judge,
who did not have this power by the rules, decided that
Devitt got the gold, even though the decision should
have been based on the backup timing system. The electronic timer had Larsen at 55.10 and Devitt at 55.16;
it was ignored. The official results placed Devitt first
and Larson second, both with the identical time of 55.2
seconds. The United States team appealed, supported by
videotaped footage of the finish that appeared to show
Larson the winner. The appeal jury rejected the appeal,
keeping Devitt the winner. This controversy would pave
the way for electronic touchpads to be included in swimming events to determine finish and accurate timing.
Electronic timing was in its infancy and used only as a
backup at the 1960 Olympics.

Italian Gold Medalists

Americans in 1960 were seen in Italy as brash and
coarse; their great self-confidence was viewed as arrogance. The Italian fans booed the U.S. boxers because
they were unhappy that they had defeated two of their
local fighters. Since the economic miracle of the 1950s
and 60s, Italians felt they could succeed whether in the
economy or sporting achievements. They believed they
would get through with their natural genius creative
skills of making do as they did in the past. When Italy's
boys took to the field in sport, like at the Olympics, the
FIFA World Cup, in Formula One, all Italians, rich or
poor, would sing out the national anthem then cheer
and clap for their representatives. For Italians, like the
ancient Romans before, their winners will always be
remembered as gods. Italy had their best Olympics ever
in 1960, coming in third behind Cold War powers the
Soviet Union and the United States, winning 13 Gold, 10
silver, and 13 Bronze medals for a total of 36 medals.

in the Italian cavalry. Young Raimondo came to love
both the animals themselves and the sport of equestrianism. Raimondo was an officer in the Italian military
police and always wore his uniform while competing,
cutting an impressive figure in the arena. His style was
less about dominating his horse and more to do with
man and mount working in partnership. And in Rome,
his coordination with his horse Posillipo was as near
perfection as possible.
He did face a few strong challenges, and one from a
very familiar opponent. His older brother, Piero, Italy's
other competitor, had also competed in each edition of
the Games since 1948. Both arrived at the Rome Games
in great form. Raimondo had won the 1960 world title,
while Piero had been European champion the previous year.
Raimondo was peerless in the first round, though, and
was the only rider to produce a clean round. Argentina's
Naldo Dasso picked up only four faults to stand second,
while Piero was four faults back tied for third place. The
second round saw Piero notch a further eight faults to
give him a total of 16 points. Raimondo couldn't repeat
his first round's faultless performance, but his 12 faults
were still good enough to earn first place, with Piero
finishing in second. It was the first time in Olympic
history that brothers had taken gold and silver.
The pair then added a bronze medal in the team
competition, which they later repeated at the 1964 and
1972 Games. By the time they took to the Olympic stage
for the final time at the 1976 Games, Raimondo was 51
and Piero 53. They were the first athletes in any sport
to take part in eight consecutive Olympiads 1948–1976.

Livio Berruti

Raimondo d'Inzeo

The equestrian events at the 1960 Summer Olympics in Rome included dressage, eventing, and show
jumping. Eventing and show jumping presented both
individual and team medals; dressage presented only
individual medals. The competitions had 159 entries,
including 8 women, from 29 nations. Italy's Raimondo
d'Inzeo was destined for a long Olympic career, but
Rome 1960 was the highlight. He was already a sporting
veteran, having competed at his first Olympics over a
decade before in London in 1948. In 1956, he had won
individual and team silver in Stockholm, and now, at the
age of 35, he was keen to add gold to his collection.
D'Inzeo grew up surrounded by horses. His father was
the leading instructor with the most renowned regiment
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A home crowd can inspire
any athlete. There are those
who find themselves running
a little faster, jumping just
that bit higher, or throwing
a few centimeters further as
the crowd's positive energy
pushes them on. It can
also overwhelm, of course,
and the Olympic Games'
history is also full of athletes
who found the pressure of
trying to delight their home
supporters to be too much.
But when it inspires, their support can produce incredible results. Livio Berruti was an accomplished sprinter,
having won five medals at the individual level and three
medals with the national relay team at International
athletics competitions. Livio Berruti represented Italy
in the men's 200 meters while studying for a college
chemistry degree.
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Nino Benvenuti

Livio Berruti and Wilma Rudolf

Berruti was not a complete unknown. A year earlier,
he had beaten the American favorite Ray Norton, and
in the first heats in Rome, he set the fastest time of 21
seconds. Most observers, though, expected Norton to
take the title.
In the quarter and semi-finals of the 200 meters,
spurred by the home crowd, he unexpectedly ran both
heats in 20.5 seconds, equaling the then world record.
This made Berruti a surprise outsider for the final later
that day. Berruti's hot streak was now the talk of Rome,
but the nerves were starting to get to him. He could not
face going down onto the track to warm up, leaving the
crowd to wonder what had happened to him. Finally, 15
minutes before the race, he appeared to a roaring ovation.
In that race, Berruti once again clocked 20.5, beating
the American favorites to claim the gold medal. He
crossed the line, fell to the ground, and enjoyed the
acclaim of the crowd. He was the first runner from
outside North America to win the men's Olympic 200m
title. The cheering went on for five minutes, and Berruti
was called on to embrace and kiss just about every
Italian dignitary in the stadium.
Anchoring the Italian 4 × 100 meter relay team,
Berruti narrowly missed out on a second Olympic medal,
finishing in 4th. His world record was not beaten until
June 1962, but his performance remained a European
record for a further two years, until June 21, 1964.
His Olympic victory, at the beginning of his career,
would remain his best achievement. His highest finish at
three appearances in the European Championships was
7th place in the 1966 200-meter final. He did, however,
win Italian titles in both the 100 meter and 200 meters
from 1957 until 1962 and two more 200-meter titles
in 1965 and 1968. Berruti also made two more Olympic
appearances in 1964 and 1968. On both occasions, he
reached the final of the 4 × 100 m relay and placed 5th
in the 200 meter final of 1964.
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Giovanni "Nino" Benvenuti is considered by many to
be the greatest boxer ever to come from Italy. As an
amateur welterweight boxer, he won the Italian title
in 1956-60, the European championship in 1957 and
1959. Italy dominated boxing at the 1960 Summer
Olympics, winning three gold medals and seven medals
overall. During the 1960 Olympic Games in Rome,
Benvenuti earned the Welterweight division's gold
medal with victory over Yuri Radonyak of the Soviet
Union. He was also awarded the Val Barker trophy as
the Games' best boxer.
Benvenuti having an amateur record of 120-0, turned
professional the following year and won his first 65
matches and the Italian middleweight championship.

In 1965 he claimed both the world junior-middleweight
title and the European middleweight title. The next year
he boxed outside Italy for the first time, retaining his
European title in a match in Berlin but losing his world
junior-middleweight title to Ki-Soo Kim in a 15-round
decision in Seoul, South Korea. On April 17, 1967,
Benvenuti beat Emile Griffith by decision in fifteen
rounds at New York City's Madison Square Garden. This
was the beginning of their trilogy of fights to win the
world middleweight title. On a rematch at Shea Stadium
on September 29, 1967, he lost by a decision in fifteen
rounds. The following March, Benvenuti and Griffith
completed their trilogy at Madison Square Garden, with
Benvenuti knocking Griffith down in round nine and
winning a fifteen-round decision to regain the world
Middleweight title.
In May of 1971, Benvenuti announced his retirement
in Monte Carlo. He had a fantastic record of 82 wins, 7
losses, and 1 draw in 90 professional boxing bouts, with
35 wins by knockout. The International Boxing Hall of
Fame recognized his incredible boxing career with his
induction in 1992.

After retiring from competition in 1961, Mangiarotti took
up a senior role with the Italian Fencing Federation. He
later held the position of General Secretary of the International Fencing Federation (F.I.E.) and served as Chairman of
the F.I.E.'s Disciplinary Commission. In 2003, the International Olympic Committee awarded Edoardo with a Platinum Wreath, with the inscription: "Edoardo Mangiarotti's
total of 39 gold, silver & bronze medals in Olympic & World
Fencing Championships which earns him the distinction of
being the greatest Fencer in that sport's history."
He was a regular delegate at the Olympic Games until
Beijing in 2008, by which point he was 89; he would pass
away just months before the 2012 London games.

Eduardo Mangiarotti

Eduardo Mangiarotti grew up in a famous fencing
family. His father, Giuseppe, was a fencing master
who was 17 times national épée champion and represented Italy at the 1908 Olympic Games in London.
Like Eduardo, his two brothers, Mario and Dario, also
followed in their father's footsteps. The latter also
enjoyed a successful fencing career, winning three
Olympic and nine world championship medals.
Chosen to represent Italy at the 1936 Games in Berlin,
Mangiarotti won his first Olympic gold in the team
épée when he was 17. After the Second World War,
he resumed his fencing career. He soon developed the
tactics that would become his trademark: launching
rapid attacks to score points early in the contest before
switching to a defensive strategy to protect his advantage. he won two silver medals, At London 1948, one
in the individual foil and one in the team épée, to go
with a bronze in the individual épée. Four years later,
in Helsinki, he claimed his first individual gold, in the
épée, and then repeated the feat in the team competition. Mangiarotti helped Italy claim the team foil gold in
Melbourne in 1956, and then another épée team gold on
home soil in Rome in 1960. At both of the Games' later
editions, he was selected to carry the Italian delegation
flag at the Opening Ceremony. No fencer in history has
won more medals in major competitions than Eduardo
Mangiarotti. Throughout five editions of the Olympic
Games between 1936 and 1960, he amassed 13 medals,
six of them gold, in the épée and foil, making him Italy's
most successful ever Olympian. He also won 26 world
championship medals (including 14 gold). This five-time
Olympian was awarded a Bronze Olympic order in 1977.
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The National team of Italy winner at Rome,
1960 Olympic Games.

Water Polo has been immensely popular in Italy since
1899, when an exhibition match was played at the Bath of
Diana in Milan. A domestic league was soon established,
the Italian national water polo team would first compete at
the Olympic Games in the 1920 Olympics. Italy continued
to improve and claimed its first European Championship
in 1947. The national squad fulfilled their potential at
the 1948 Summer Olympics in London, England, when
they went undefeated for the whole tournament to claim
their first gold medal in the discipline. The Italian team,
bolstered by the boisterous home crowd, reclaimed the
Olympic champions' title at the 1960 Olympics. From
1978- 2019, the Italian national team won four World
Championships and the World Cup once in 1993. The
Italian men's water polo team has won 8 Olympic medals, 7
World Championships, 5 World Cup, 11 European Championships medals, and 3 World League medals, making them
one of the most successful men's water polo teams in the
world. The national men's team has the nickname "Settebello," the name of a famous Italian high-speed express
train. Italy also dominated in cycling events, winning gold
in 5 out of 6 events.
Whether in the form of Cold War tensions, race relations,
politics, or the notion of amateurism, these Olympics would
demonstrate things were changing. The boycotts, massacres, and political problems to follow in subsequent Olympics would make many yearn for the XVII Olympiad Games'
glory and grandeur in Rome.
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Caring & Sharing

John Adair
Sherri Bellucci
Theresa Bonanni
Michael Buckley
Benedetto Cafaro
Jaime D'Ambrosio
Luigi DeNitto
Linda DiBernardo
Philip DiNovo
Dylan Ehrbar
Ashley Evola
Gwen Genovesi
Ben Goitz
Denise Halton
Emily Harrison
Dominic Indelicato
Joseph Ingemie
Chris Larrabee
Ronald Lippiello

Ann Marie Lizzi
Julie Maio
Pasquale Manzella
Lauren Mazzone
Janet Miller
Richard Moscheo
Fortunata Paglialonga
Ricky Paluck
Santa Pasquini
Maria Patelos
Marina Patelos
Colleen Raney
Carlo Ricupero
Dominic Romani
Denise Severino
Grazia Simeone
Debbie Strawbridge
Joan Wallis
Nancy Wideman
Monica Wilkes

Welcome
new members
Carmella Mazzotta
Maria Iannucci
Karen Dalland
Maurice Andreozzi
Valerie Polak
Nicole & Paul Califano, Jr.
Robert & Mary Piparo
Sr. Patricia Houlihan
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John Leonard
Pauline Carrico
Anna Robilotto
Ilga Feldmane & Andris Babris
Sandis & Mia Feldmans
Lee Brod & Stacey Wilson
Lou Karwowski
Maria & Marina Patelos
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July Birthdays
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“open-to-th
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e-public” ev
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257 WASHINGTON AVE. EXT.
THE I.A.C.C. PAVILION

DON’T
!
MISS IT
To learn more about the Italian American
Community Center Foundation, please visit:

www.iaccfoundationalbany.org
518.456.IACC (4222)

257 Washington Avenue Ext. Albany, NY 12205
Follow us on
SIAMO QUI Newsletter

Tag us #FridayNightsAtThePavilion #TheIACC
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2021 I.A.C.C. Swimming Pool Schedule
POOL PHONE 518-380-2066 (to check condi,ons)
Members MUST have their membership card available while at the pool
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IACC Pool Regulations

Proper bathing attire required. No cut-off jeans in the pool.
Clothes and towels are not to be hung on or over the fence.

Noon - 8:00 p.m.for
& lost
7:30or- 9:30
a.m.
stolen
articles 10:00
in poola.m.
area.
Noon – 8:00 p.m. IACC is not responsible
– 8:00 p.m
Lap Swimming

Noon – 5:00 p.m.

NO running or jumping, profanity, horseplay, or pets permitted.
NO glassware permitted in pool area.

Children under age 12 MUST
be accompanied
by a parent or responsible adult at all times
IACC
Pool Regulations
in pool area.
Proper bathing attire required. No cut-off jeans in the pool.
NO radios, cassettes, or CD players in the pool area.
Clothes and towels are not to be hung on or over the fence.
ALL babies and small children not toilet trained MUST wear a swim diaper at all times.
IACC is not responsible for lost or stolen articles in pool area.
Children using flotation devices must be accompanied by an adult in the water.
NO running or jumping, profanity, horseplay, or pets permitted.
Children using flotation devices are allowed in the shallow end of the pool ONLY.
NO glassware permitted in pool area.
No smoking in the Pool area.
Children under age 12 MUST be accompanied by a parent or responsible adult at all times

Guests
must
be accompanied by a member and must register with the lifeguard on duty.
in pool
area.

NO radios, cassettes, or CD players in the pool area.
ALL babies and small children not toilet trained MUST wear a swim diaper at all times.
Children using flotation devices must be accompanied by an adult in the water.
Children using flotation devices are allowed in the shallow end of the pool ONLY.
No smoking in the Pool area.

Guests must be accompanied by a member and must register with the lifeguard on duty.
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Proud Insurer of the I.A.C.C
and The I.A.C.C Foundation

Ask me about
the 100% Money
Back Guarantee!

DIANE BIERNACKI
20 Aviation Road • Albany, NY 12205

Cell: 518.423.9576

Office: 518.489.1000 • Fax: 518.489.3507
dianebiernacki@howardhanna.com
HowardHanna.com

"SERVING THE CAPITAL DISTRICT FOR OVER 25 YEARS"
Whether you are ready to sell your home or purchase a new
residence, I can meet all your real estate needs.
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The Italian American Community Center
and the I.A.C.C. Foundation newsletter

CONTACT US
Phone: (518) 456-4222
Website: www.ItalianAmerican.com
Email: Membership@ItalianAmerican.com
Address: 257 Washington Avenue Ext, Albany NY 12205
CONNECT WITH US
Facebook: Facebook.com/TheIACC
Twitter: Twitter.com/IACC_Albany_NY
Pinterest: Pinterest.com/IACC_Albany_NY
EventBrite: IACCAlbanyNY.EventBrite.com
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